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President’s Report by Tim Marriot
Thank you to all members of the Historical Society
of Alberta who were able to be in Olds in May for the
annual general meeting. The Olds College setting was
very beautiful, and it was marvelous to see so many
old friends who were able to be there. It reminded
me of the particular strength of our organization:
the personal commitment of so many individuals to
knowing about Alberta’s history, to learning more
and engaging dialogue about Alberta’s history, and,
most important of all, the sharing of all that knowledge. In my experience,
Historical Society members also are seeking always to enlarge the circle
so that many voices may be heard. The morning was very blustery when
I ventured out for a walk before breakfast, but I thanked the wind for
bringing so many good people together, with good food and good stories
to share.
I was honoured to become President of H.S.A. at the AGM. But, when
I reflected upon the men and women who have held the position before
me, I was daunted when I considered my own life history of modest
accomplishment. However, when I further reflected on those of your fellow
society members who have agreed to be part of the provincial council, I was
more than reassured. Any failings on my part are more than compensated
by the array of talented women and men who sit around the council table.
I thank all of them for agreeing to stand and I am looking forward to our
working together over the next months.
A common description of Alberta is that it is a “young country”. In fact,
this is an ancient land. There is much for the modern student of history
to discover in close study of this landscape, shaped over millennia, and
much to be learned from those people who have lived here “since time
began”. Our fellow Albertans will benefit in the increase of knowledge
and appreciation of the ancient human communities whose descendants
still occupy this beautiful place. Our society, I think, is well situated, to
be part of the widening circle, and will be an important part of the deeper
conversation that so many of us desire. But, if this land is ancient, the
spirit here is forever young, energetic and excited by our mutual love of the
human story of Alberta.
I wish every one of you a happy and joyful summer, full of family and
discovery. I share with you your anticipation of those discoveries in Alberta
history that await you this summer: at a museum, at an historic festival, in
your reading and in your conversations, and in thoughtful contemplation
of our ancient mountains and special place. When I was a youth, summer
was often a beautiful warm day at the lake, but, better yet was the rainy day
that kept me inside the cottage, with the current Alberta Historical Review!
Respectfully submitted by
Tim Marriot

Thank You for Your Donation to
the HSA and/or Chapters
March 15, 2018 – June 15, 2018
Karen Mills

Ian Getty

Brenda Etherington

Barry/Marion Snowden

David/Linda Peyto

Jack Dunn

Jean Wells

Greg Foster

Patricia Sparrow

Prof. Bruce Proudfoot

Raymond Sampert

Murray/Marilyn Younger

Lawrence J. Lefebvre

Richard/Anna Fahrion

Maurice/Annette Bastide

Charles Taws

David Innes

Dean Wood

Albert/Gail DeVos

Robert Shepard

Marilyn Logan

Richard Bailey

Robert D. D. Cormack

Haifa Selo

Donald Smith

Campbell Ross

Sarah Strel

Walt DeBoni

Ronald W. Williams (2)

Legacy 2018 – Donations to the Legacy 2018 Fund
will be published in the October issue.
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YOUR SOCIETY AT WORK – H.S.A. AND THE CHAPTERS
In some ways, there are two histories of the Historical Society of Alberta – the history of H.S.A.
and the history of each chapter as a separate society. Today there are five chapters of H.S.A. –
Central Alberta Historical Society, Chinook Country Historical Society, Edmonton & District
Historical Society, Lethbridge Historical Society and Peace Country Historical Society.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF ALBERTA

CHAPTERS

“And whereas the said persons have prayed to be
incorporated under the name of ’The Historical Society
of Alberta’ and it is expedient to grant their prayer.”

Each chapter is a society in its own right, with its bylaws and executive. The president of each chapter (or
representative) sits on the H.S.A. council.

Such was the sentiment expressed in the incorporation
document of the society when it was established by
the Province of Alberta in 1907. The founding father
of H.S.A. was Alexander C. Rutherford, Alberta’s first
premier. When incorporated in March 1907 year, the
Historical Society of Alberta had support from some
of the most prominent men from across the province.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHAPTERS AND H.S.A.

While the society started from a provincial base, for
many years, the H.S.A. was Edmonton-focused until
1958. In 1958 when Hugh Dempsey moved to Calgary,
the HSA also moved to Calgary, setting up a new base.
Edmonton decided to start its own society. The idea of
chapters developed. The Chinook Country Historical
Society and the Edmonton & District Historical
Society both developed. Lethbridge formed a chapter
in 1961 (Whoop-Up Country Chapter, later renamed
the Lethbridge Historical Society). In the 1990s, the
Central Alberta chapter joined H.S.A. and in the 2000s,
Peace Country.

The H.S.A. receives money annually from the Alberta
Historical Resources Foundation (AHRF). Through a
decision of the H.S.A. Council, a portion of this money
is provided to the chapters to support the work at the
chapter level. Each year the H.S.A. is required to report
on the activities of H.S.A. and the chapters to AHRF.
This report needs to be done in January/February each
year.

The H.S.A. Council is made up of the executive
(President, 1st-Vice President, 2nd Vice-President,
Secretary and Treasurer) and a representative from
each chapter (usually the president but it may also be
a designate). Elections for the H.S.A. executive are held
annually at the H.S.A. AGM and Conference (held end
of May each year).
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The relationship between H.S.A. and the chapters
is one of mutual respect and shared goals. The H.S.A.
oversees areas of provincial concern and helps to ensure
open communication and sharing between H.S.A. and
the various chapters.

In order to receive money from H.S.A., it is expected
that each chapter will publish and offer programs
related to local history. As separate societies, each
chapter may also do other work at the discretion of its
members and executive.

MEMBERS
Members are members of the H.S.A. and then
assigned to chapters. The membership list is maintained
at the H.S.A. office.

“MINUTE BY MINUTE”

A HISTORY OF THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF ALBERTA
by Shona Gourlay

‘Histrivia’ - The Places
During the early years of Historical Society of Alberta
(1907, 1919-1939), a range of meeting places were utilized
(a situation not entirely unfamiliar to chapters even today!).
The locations have their own unique stories.
During the early years of the HSA (1919-1925), most
meetings were held in the Mackay/McKay Avenue School
in Edmonton. The building was named after Dr. William
MacKay, who worked for the HBC as a physician from
1864-1898. (The school and avenue were apparently
originally incorrectly spelled as ‘McKay’). Construction of
the school was completed in 1905, on a 0.61 hectare plot
in the downtown area. The building (designed by Henry
Denny Johnson) is an example of the ‘Richardsonian
Romanesque’ architectural style, with a red brick façade,
sandstone trim, Ionic columns, and arches over door and
windows. It (the 3rd floor) also served as the province’s
first Legislature building in 1906 and 1907 (for the first
two working sessions of the Alberta Legislative Assembly.
Several pieces of legislation, including the confirmation of
Edmonton as the capital, were passed during this period.
[1] The building served as a school (with peak enrollment of
456 students in 1916) until 1983, when it was turned into a
museum and archives. [2]
The March 26, 1920 meeting was held in the Executive
Council Chamber of the Provincial Parliament. This
Beaux Arts style building was started in 1907, and was
officially opened on September 3, 1912 by the Duke of
Connaught. The building was designed by architect Allen
Merrick Jeffers, a graduate of the Rhode Island School of
Design. It has underdone design changes and additions
over the years. [3]
The February 28, 1922 meeting was held at the Board
of Trade rooms. The minutes recorded that “this was the
only meeting held in 1922. The Executive felt that owing
to the lack of a suitable meeting place it would be well to
discontinue the regular meetings for a time. It was thought
by some of the members that accommodations might be
secured in the New Public Library Building when it was
completed, and that some space might be secured therein
for the housing of historical materials.” [The prior meeting
recorded was on May 20, 1921, and was apparently held at
the home of A. C. Rutherford]. In fact, the next meeting
listed was October 8th, 1925, and was held in the Edmonton
Public Library. This was a Carnegie library (built with a
grant from the philanthropist Andrew Carnegie), which
had been completed in 1923. This meeting location did not
appear to work out, since only 2 more meetings were held
at the Library.

St. Joseph’s College Library was the site of several meetings
(from the late 1920s on). At the invitation of Henry
Marshall Tory, the first president of U of A, the Catholic
community established an affiliated college on the campus.
SJC was meant to fulfill a need for Catholic post-secondary
education in the province. The Christian Brothers (de la
Salle) were the initial administrators of the College, at the
invitation of Archbishop John Joseph O’Leary. In 1963,
administration of SJC was passed over to the Basilian
Fathers. [4] According to the Edmonton Historical Board,
SJC moved into the building (located at approximately 88
Ave. and 114 St.) in November of 1927. [5]
Another meeting site was also on the U of A campus. The
Arts Building (now known as the ‘Old Arts Building’),
located at 113 St. and 91 Ave., was officially opened in 1915
by the Lt Governor Bulyea. At that time, it was the most
expensive building ever constructed in Edmonton. [6]. Like
the Parliament buildings (see above), it was constructed
in the Beaux Arts style. It was designed by Percy Erskine
Nobbs, who was responsible (with Frank Darling) for the
design of the master plan for the University. [7]
According to the minutes, the March 13, 1939 meeting was
held in ‘Ernest Brown’s Historical Art Museum’. Ernest
Brown arrived in Edmonton in 1903, and became a wellknown photographer. The location reference seems to refer
to the Pioneer Days Museum, which Brown (with Gladys
Reeves) helped establish in 1933. The 1939 Henderson’s
Edmonton Directory does not list a Pioneer Days Museum,
but does list an ‘Educational Museum’ (with Ernest Brown
as proprietor) at 10114 – 97 St. Brown’s collection was
eventually sold to the Provincial Archives of Alberta. [8]
Notes:
1. https://hermis.alberta.ca/ARHP/Details.aspx?DeptID=
1&ObjectID=4665-0450
2. http://wayback.archive-it.org/2217/20101208163020/http:/
www.abheritage.ca/abpolitics/process/mckay_intro.html
3. http://www.assembly.ab.ca/pub/gdbook/CitizensGuide.pdf
4. https://www.ualberta.ca/st-josephs/about/history/
sjc-history
5. http://www.edmontonmapsheritage.ca/location/stjosephs-college/
6. https://www.folio.ca/old-arts-building-turns-100/
7. http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/
percy-erskine-nobbs/
8. https://hermis.alberta.ca/paa/Details.aspx?ObjectID=
PR0043&dv=True&deptID=1
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Reconciling the Blackfoot Winter Counts by Linda Manyguns
Themes of reconciliation are
reshaping the social, historical
and emotive landscape of Canada.
In that light, a sincere desire to
understand one another’s cultures
is forming new friendships and
opening opportunities to learn
from one another. The Blackfoot
people have their stories and had
historians who were responsible
for retaining the histories of their
experiences in Western Canada
in Winter-Count form. It is with
pride that I share a bit about how
my people, the Blackfoot, recorded
their histories. In this article I will
explain what a Winter-Count is,
the number of known WinterCount holders that have lived who
held this community responsibility
for the Nation and some of the key
highlights from the Bull Plume
Winter-Count. I would also like to
note that much of this information
is drawn from the Paul Raczka text
titled, The History of the Blackfoot
People (2017).
At the time of contact, there were
many Blackfoot Winter-Count
holders. The Blackfoot confederacy’s
land base at the time was from the
North Saskatchewan River, South
along what we call the Backbone of
the Earth to Yellowstone National
Park including a substantial
portion of what we know today
as
Southern
Saskatchewan.
The winter-count holders were
members of all branches of
the Blackfoot confederacy. My
grandfather, James ManyGuns was
6

one of the winter-count holders
from the Siksika Nation. These
historical records reflect notable
events that are significant from the
lens of their worldview. A WinterCount is a historical record made
by official holders who would chose
and recorded a significant event
about the people’s experiences
from their immediate vicinity.
Because the nations lived in very
diverse areas of the Blackfoot landbase, each Winter-Count would
naturally have variances although
they often do hold similarities
when and if an event affected all
factions of the Nation. WinterCounts are important historical
Blackfoot records. The oldest one
is the Bull Plume Winter-Count
that begins 1764 and continues to
1924. Bull Plume was a member of
the North Peigan Blackfoot Nation,
by Pincher Creek, Alberta. WinterCounts are generally named after
the last owner. All Blackfoot
recordings were done by Blackfoot
people, however, Raczka notes an
exception to this trend when he
states ‘it must be that a few of the
last entries were made by Reverend
Canon’ who added his entries after
Bull Plume died.
The physical appearance of WinterCounts varied. My grandfathers
Winter-Count is in the provincial
archives in Edmonton. His
Winter-Count was written on a
set of ledgers covers taped together
to produce a long continuous
surface to write the symbols and

explanations. My grandfather
wrote his Winter-Count with some
symbols and the explanations are
written in syllabics. My cousin
Smokey is the holder today. Most
likely my grandfather did not have
access to any writing material at
the time and considering the social
and economic constraints of the
time, the ledger covers were free.
Other Winter-Counts were written
on hides while others were created
in sand or drawn on the ground as
the history was told from memory.
Some Winter-Counts are in the
form of sets of sticks which act
as mnemonic devices. Originally
most of the Winter Counts were
originally held in the minds of the
person(s) who were the Winter
Count holder, but it is suspected
that with the advent of small pox
and other diseases which resulted
in heavy losses of members of all
ages especially the old, the WinterCount records began to be written
in physical form, so they would not
be lost.
Details of the Winter-Count holders
and location of the Winter-Counts
are preserved in the archives
and museums in Edmonton and
Calgary, Alberta. As an aside, in
preparing for my Blackfoot history
class, using the Winter-Counts, I
met a Siksika member who says he
holds four hides that have future
predictions and one that even has
the image of a boat indicating when
the Europeans came across the
Atlantic. I have not seen these, so

Reconciling the Blackfoot Winter Counts continued ...

I will confine this discussion to the though the events do not easily fit
Winter-Counts held in museums not the Western linear calendar.
or known of from records in this
Bull Plume’s record begins with the
territory.
small pox record (1764), his record
The known Winter-Count holders shows when we got our first mule
are: Bull Plume 1764-1924, North (1767), and in 1768 a fire burned
Peigan (Hide and written) Elk the entire camp. Other events such
Horn, 1850-1904 South Peigan- as chief deaths are in the records
Blackfoot, (memory sticks); Big or the escape of and/or the return
Brave 1850-1886 South Peigan of important people from the
(written); Three Suns, 1845- enemy. Often in the records we
1881 South Peigan (written); Bad see where environmental changes
Head 1810-1883 Blood-Blackfoot or anomalies are recorded such as
(written); White Bull / Bad Head the year the berries stayed on the
1809 – 1906 Blood – Blackfoot bush (1770). Other events such as
(tanned skin); Percy Creighton, when animals fall through the ice
1831-1938
Blood
Blackfoot in winter are recorded because the
(written); ManyGuns 1831 – 1963 people had frozen meat through the
North Blackfoot (written); Crane winter, and that is marvellous good
Bear 1828 – 1877 North Blackfoot luck. The records show us when the
(written in French); Teddy Yellow first tuberculosis or consumption
Fly 1831 – 1877 North Blackfoot hit our communities in 1780. We
(written); Running Rabbit 1830- note an eclipse of the sun in 1783.
1937 Siksika Blackfoot (written); Other interesting notes include
Joe Little, 1830-1956 (written). such things about Blackfoot life to
Collectively these stories tell us of do with the traders. We traded with
events that occurred from the point the traders who had longer hair but
of contact forward. The Bull Plume when we saw men with short hair,
account starts with an image for in the Bull Plume record that was
small pox, this is the first wave of in 1784. This is probably agents
the disease and it would wipe out from Montreal as the Northwest
more then one third of the entire Company was established at
Blackfoot Nation. Young and Umfreville’s House on the North
old would succumb to this nasty Saskatchewan River at that time.
Other notations include problems
disease. The year 1764.
with the animals, such as a disease
The events recorded in these that was among the antelopes
records impacted the community. (1787). The first log houses are
The events were important enough noted in 1791, and we know that
to remind the people not to forget Buckingham House was built that
these times. The Winter-Count year. Peter Fidler travelled through
records are a sequence of events

our territory in 1791 as well. In 1805
Bull Plume records that many of the
Crows died. This record and those
of other animals are evidence of
the interconnections the Blackfoot
people held and still hold with the
animals in their territory. Animals
are relations, for instance when
you hear in a prayer, and someone
says ‘to all my relations’, they are
not referring to their family they
are referring to the air, the water,
and all the entities of life around
them. The inclusion of the animals
in the Winter-Counts attests to the
importance relationship held with
the animals.
This article can only briefly describe
the way in which the Blackfoot
people kept their historical records.
We had many record keepers
throughout our territory and
while we may not use this type of
recording method today, these are
important records made by the
people of the events that impacted
their lives.
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Heritage School Fairs 2018 by Rod Trentham
The Historical Society of Alberta has supported the Regional Heritage School Fairs in Alberta for a number of
years. This year we contributed One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) which was distributed to the Peace Country,
Edmonton, Calgary and Lethbridge regions with Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($250.00) per region.
The Northern Alberta Heritage Fair (Peace Country) was held at the Teresa Sargent Hall, Montrose Culture
Centre in Grande Prairie and featured 52 projects from 80 plus students. That is a 30% increase over last year.
The Edmonton Regional Heritage Fair was held at the Prince of Wales Armouries Heritage Centre in Edmonton
and there were 131 projects presented and 186 registered students (some students do group projects hence the
difference).
The Calgary & Region History School Fair was held at the Calgary City Hall. The Lieutenant Governor of Alberta,
Mayor of Calgary, Cadets were in attendance. There were 100 projects registered, with 150 students participating.
There were projects from Calgary, Olds, Lacombe, Eckville and Rocky Mountain House. The winner of the Hugh
Dempsey Award for Best Project Overall, Grade 7 student Ryder Wyatt from Lacombe, received an invitation to
make a presentation to the Governor General of Canada, which occurred May 17th at Canada Olympic Park.
The Southern Alberta Regional Heritage Fair was held at the Galt Museum with 55 projects being judged, and
61 students participating.
We have enjoyed our relationship to the regional heritage fairs for a number of years now. We thank all of our
members and collaborators who have donated many hours for the success of these fairs.
We would like to thank The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military
Museum for bringing to our attention an error in the Governors
General of Canada publication.
We apologize for this error and appreciate the input from our
members to keep us advised of these issues.
The Historical Society of Alberta
On behalf of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military
Museum, I am drawing your attention to an unfortunate
error in a recent publication.
The heading of the cover page (a scan is attached) “Governor
Generals of Canada”, which usage is repeated inside the
publication, is incorrect.
The proper term is “Governors General of Canada.”
In the title Governor General the word “General” is adjectival,
so does not take a plural form. Similar usage applies to offices
such as Attorney General, Solicitor General, Surgeon General,
or Judge Advocate General.
If you are in any doubt on this, you may wish to consult the
official website of that office, https://www.gg.ca/, where the
previous incumbents are listed under the proper designation.
I attach a copy of the relevant page.
David Haas
for The Board of Directors
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military Museum
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The Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate were
the dominant Roman Catholic religious congregation
to serve in western and northern Canada. After their
arrival in the Red River Settlement in 1845, the Oblates
established a series of missions that spread across
the Prairies, the Mackenzie Basin and the Article.
Hundreds of Oblates served in those missions but most
of these individuals have been overlooked by history.
Leon Doucet is one of these forgotten missionaries
and his is characteristic of the French Oblates who
abandoned family and country to serve in the
Canadian North-West. Ordained in St-Albert in 1870,
Doucet has the distinction of being the first Catholic
priest ordained in Alberta and he served in that
province for an incredible sixty-nine years prior to his
retirement in 1939. He was the first Oblate assigned to
the Blood and Peigan Reserves. This publication is a
reproduction of Father Leon Doucet’s journal/memoir
of his work amongst the Métis, Plains Cree, Blackfoot,
and Stoney bands of central and southern Alberta
between 1868 and 1890.
Readers of this volume will be able to reflect on what
Doucet experienced and described many years ago in
the midst of his duties as a missionary.

This publication is available at the office of
The Historical Society of Alberta, Suite 320, 1201 5th
St. SW, Calgary, AB T2R 0Y6 or P.O. Box 4035, Stn C,
Calgary, AB T2T 5M9. Purchase Price is $49.99 plus
$7.00 mailing fees. You may also place your order via
email to: albertahisory@telus.net.
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Honorary President
The Historical Society of Alberta continues to benefit from the
exceptional work of Dr. Hugh Dempsey. He has devoted his life to the
preservation of history in this Province and we are fortunate to have
him as part of our organization.
The Society is most familiar with Dr. Dempsey’s work on the quarterly magazine, now known as ALBERTA
HISTORY. He is an author, historian, and researcher. He is the former associate director of the Glenbow Museum,
and is currently its chief curator emeritus.
Dr. Dempsey holds a number of honours, including the Order of Canada, an honorary doctorate from the University
of Calgary, an honorary chieftainship of the Blood tribe, the Sir Frederick Haultain Award for Excellence, an
Alberta Non-Fiction Award, and a life membership in the Calgary Exhibition and Stampede. He is the author of
twenty books on western Canadian history and has edited another seventeen. He has written nine monographs
and more than two hundred articles for periodicals, books, and newspapers. He is a well known lecturer and
specialist on the history of the Indigenous peoples of western Canada and the early history of Alberta.
The Historical Society of Alberta wanted to acknowledge the contribution to Alberta’s history by
Dr. Dempsey. We associate Dr. Dempsey with the quarterly magazine. We asked him to provide
us with a little background on how he became involved with the Society. The following is his
“In the Beginning”:

“IN THE BEGINNING
In 1953 I was a publicity writer for
the Alberta Government when I
was called upon to undertake an
unusual assignment. Apparently
there was a group known as the
Historical Society of Alberta, and
it was anxious to start a newsletter
or journal. It approached the
government and I was given the
task of coordinating the first issue.
The editor was the Rev. W. Everard
Edmonds and the president of the
Society was Jim McGregor.
Over the previous years, various
people had given talks to the
Historical Society and their
manuscripts had been retained
by the Provincial Library. This
gave Mr. Edmonds a rich trove
of articles to help launch the new
journal.

The title of Alberta Historical
Review was chosen, seeing itself
as a counterpart to the Canadian
Historical Review. However the
title was later shortened to Alberta
History, as book reviews were not
a big part of the magazine. Mr.
Edmonds gathered a number of
articles together and I organized
them and arranged for printing
the first issue. The result was
something bulky and awkward.
It was 8 ½ by 13 inches in size,
35 mimeographed pages, with no
illustrations, no table of contents,
and no index. It included an article
by Dr. George Stanley on medical
pioneering, John Shera’s account of
Poundmaker’s capture of a wagon
train in1885, buffalo hunting out
of Edmonton by F.C. Jamieson,
and a brief history of the Society.

Four hundred and fifty copies
were printed and despite its
shortcoming, it was a huge
success. Letters came from all
over the province, congratulating
both the Historic Society and
the government, and for this first
issue additional copies had to be
printed to meet the heavy demand.
From this humble beginning the
magazine printing went from
mimeograph, to lithograph, to
letter press, and to the offset
printing that we know today. All
this came about through the initial
pioneering efforts of the president,
Jim McGregor, and the editor,
W. Everard Edwards.
Hugh A. Dempsey
April 12, 2018”

That was Vol. 1, No. 1 Spring 1953. Dr. Dempsey has just completed Summer 2018, Vol. 66, No. 3. That is
SIXTY-FIVE years of preserving Alberta’s history!! The devotion to just this publication is astounding.
He continues to be the ‘go to’ person for history in this province. How fortunate we are to have someone like Hugh
Dempsey as part of our family. The Historical Society of Alberta is pleased to present Dr. Hugh A. Dempsey with
the title of HONORARY PRESIDENT.
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Dr. Dempsey and Linda Collier
Photo Credit: Roberta Ryckman

Hear Ye, Hear Ye!!
BE IT DECLARED THAT:
On this 30th day of April, 2018 The Historical Societ�
of Alber�a does humbly Bestow the honour of

Honorar� President
on

DR. HUGH A. DEMPSEY

In recog�ition of his life long devotion to the preser�ation
of the histor� of the Province of Alber�a, as well as his
commit�ent to the mission of The Historical Societ� of
Alber�a, and the ALBERTA HISTORY publication.
Dated at Calgar�, Alber�a
Linda Collier, President

Pauline Dempsey and Dr. Dempsey
Photo Credit: Roberta Ryckman

Don Smith, Sheila Johnston, and Dr. Dempsey
Photo Credit: Roberta Ryckman
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Annual Awards Luncheon
Saturday, May 26, 2018, Faculty Centre, Olds College

Honorary Lifetime Membership
Nominated by Carol Megaw

Awarded to Ronald Wesley Williams
Throughout his life, Ron Williams has been committed to explaining, preserving
and promoting Alberta’s history. He was a teacher from 1956 to 1990. In that role
he tried to share his knowledge and enthusiasm for history with his students. A
former student noted “that every class was a story, so we wondered what today’s
story would be”.

Ron Williams and Linda Collier
Photo Credit: Roberta Ryckman

As a member of The Historical Society of Alberta, he attended annual meetings, served on the executive and read publications.
He was one of the founding members of the Central Alberta Chapter to the H.S.A. He was chosen as the First Vice-President
and became the President of the Chapter shortly after when the elected president passed away.
He joined the provincial executive as a Second Vice-President and moved to First Vice-President and finally President. He
returned as President for a second term and served in that capacity during Alberta’s centennial year. After two terms as Past
President he remained on the Board as a Director at Large.
Ron has been an active member of The Historical Society of Alberta for the last thirty years. He has contributed to the
organization as a member of the executive for many years. As well he has been a member of the Alberta Records Publications
Board and a columnist in History NOW, the provincial newsletter. As well, in 2007 Ron moved to Strome and became active
in the Strome and District Historical Society.
Ron Williams has demonstrated a long-term commitment to Alberta history and to The Historical Society of Alberta, to the
Central Alberta Historical Society and the Strome and District Historical Society.
The Historical Society of Alberta is pleased to present Ronald Wesley Williams with an Honorary Lifetime Membership.

Annual Award

Nominated by Theresa A. Ferguson

Awarded to Marilee Cranna Toews
The year 2018 marks the 36th year that Marilee Toews has been active in researching, preserving and promoting Fort Vermilion
history. In early 1982 Marilee was volunteering with the Fort Vermilion Historical Society. This was her introduction to historical
work and she quickly became the Recording Secretary.
The 1980s were a time of ‘heritage ferment’ in Fort Vermilion, as the hamlet’s Bicentennial was to be celebrated in 1988. The
members of the Bicentennial Book Committee and the Heritage Committee (the result of the absorption of Fort Vermilion’s
Historical Society into the Agriculture Society) both committees chaired by Marilee, carried out research and heritage promotion.
The Heritage Committee’s major accomplishment was the opening in 1995 of what is now called the Fort Vermilion Heritage
Centre, a museum and archives, completion with log house. Marilee’s background in finances helped her with the endless fundraising for both committees.
To date, Marilee has worked with 70 part-time staff, mostly students, on developing, researching and exhibiting the Heritage Center
collections. One such project is the History-in-Motion Van which takes historical exhibits to local venues. Also as a direct result of
the summer student program, a manuscript by one of the agricultural pioneers of Fort Vermilion, Mary B. Lawrence, was located
in the Glenbow Archives. Marilee in conjunction with the Fort Vermilion Agricultural Society edited and wrote an introduction
for this publication which appeared in 2008 as Wilderness Outpost: The Fort Vermilion Memoir of Mary B. Lawrence 1898-1907.
Marilee is also a member of the Friends of the Old Bay House, an organization devoted to restoring the house of the Fort Vermilion
Hudson’s Bay Company factor, built in 1906-7. Marilee researches the history and the materials of this early residence – and wields
a very pretty paintbrush.
Marilee Cranna Toews is a woman of lifelong accomplishment with a vision of heritage that includes natural as well as social
history. Her outstanding dedication over the past 36 years to promoting the history of one of Alberta’s oldest communities marks
her as a worthy recipient of the Society’s Annual Award.
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Award of Merit

Nominated by Bill Mackay

Awarded to Harvard Historical Aviation Society
The Harvard Historical Aviation Society (HHAS) is a non-profit charitable society
in Central Alberta that provides interactive and educational programming to
commemorate and celebrate the unique history of the Penhold Military Base, the
Bowden Military Base and the Red Deer Airport. It was started in the early 2000s by
Gary Hillman and Jodi Smith who felt that something needed to be done to preserve
the history of aviation military bases in Central Alberta. Since that time a very active
Board has been recruited as well as a large number of active volunteers who focus
on various preservation/restoration projects relevant to the history of the bases at
Penhold and Bowden.

Jodi Smith and Linda Collier
Initially the mandate of the HHAS was to preserve the history of the Penhold Base Photo Credit: Roberta Ryckman
from its beginning as a British Royal Air Force training facility in 1940 to its present
role as the Red Deer Regional Airport. The mandate has since been expanded to include the history of the RAF training base at
Bowden (now the Bowden Institution, a Federal Penitentiary) which operated to train British pilots during WWII.

The society actively collaborates with other aviation history societies in Calgary, Edmonton and with the Bomber Command
Museum at Nanton. The HHAS is also active in CAPA, the Canadian Aeronautical Preservation Association (CAPA), an association
of Canadian Aviation Museums.
The HHAS has accomplished a great deal in the last decade. The volunteer work on various aspects of preserving aviation history
from rebuilding historic planes that flew at the Penhold and Bowden bases to cataloguing and preserving artifacts associated with
these bases to historical research concerning the bases and the people who trained at them. Some examples of restoration projects
include: an Airspeed Oxford plane which was used for training by the RAF at Penhold during WWII; a de Havilland DH.82 Tiger
Moth which was used at Bowden is being restored to flying condition. In addition a WWII Jeep which was used at the Penhold
airport has been restored.
The HHAS has also erected a monument at the entrance to the Red Deer Airport terminal to remember the 47 men who died while
training at the Bowden and Penhold bases. The HHAS holds a Remembrance Day ceremony each year at that site. Attendance at
this ceremony has increased each year.
Congratulations to the Harvard Historical Aviation Society on the 2018 Award of Merit.

Jodi Smith, Ron Williams, and Linda Collier
Photo Credit: Roberta Ryckman
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Answers to this Quiz published on
Page 14 of the April 2018 issue of
History NOW.

WELCOME

2018 Chinese Year of the Dog –
20 points to win or 18 depending on
question 6 and 12
1. Dalmation – 1 point
2. Three Dog Night – 1 point
3. Corgi – 1 point
4.	Pacific dogwood – 1 point; ½
point if only state dogwood
5. Dogs with a Purpose – 1 point
6.	Your choice – 1 point if owned,
0 if have not owned
7. Toto – 1 point
8.	
Drugs, lost children, human
remains, cancer, diabetes – 4
points
9.	St. Bernard – 1 point; whiskey –
1 point; Brandy does not count
10. Dogfaces – 1 point
11. 101 – 1 point
12.	Doggie in the window – 1 point.
If you can sing next line – 1
point, if not – 0
13.	Dressing up, being a snob – 1
point
14. Lassie Come Home – 1 point
15. Dogwood – 1 point

Welcome to New Members and/or Subscribers
March 15, 2018 – June 15, 2018
Irene Karpshyn, Spedden

Zeke/Adele Purvis-Smith, Calgary

Michael Leeb, Blairmore

Wanda Zenner, Bezanson

Duane Dhal, Red Deer

Ernie Pellerin,
County of Grande Prairie

Dorothy Sande, Edmonton

Gail Schau, Grande Prairie

Lorraine Taylor, Calgary

Laucence/Jeannette Chandler,
Grande Prairie

Helen Mustard, Calgary
G. M. Holst, Calgary

Dave Merriam, Elmsworth

Megan Ballard, Calgary

Larry Nofziger, Elmsworth

Guy Cochrane/Lyn Cadence, Calgary

Charles Taws, Grande Prairie

Owen Cullingham, Calgary

Gordon McOrbbie, Red Deer

Kerri Fipke, Calgary

E. J. Clark, Calgary

Brian/Susan Kooyman, Calgary

Jerron Domstad, Calgary

Suzanne Tenold, Calgary

Dana Farnell, Calgary

Brian Peters, Red Deer

Colleen Haukaas, Edmonton

Chestermere Public Library,
Chestermere

Eileen McElroy, Chestermere
Kristy Koehler, Calgary

Diana Healy, Calgary

Tiebreakers:
	What dog song did Elvis sing Hound Dog
	Name of dog in Garfield comic
strip – Odie
Name of the ‘dog star’ – Sirius
Trivia of interest re question 2.
One of the band members had an
Australian girlfriend and she knew
of this saying. It is a rudimentary
nightly temperature gauge from the
Australian outback. Dogs huddled
like humans to keep them warm. If
it was a really cold night you would
need three dogs in your bed to keep
warm.

PUZZLE #53 - SOLUTIONS
ACROSS

DOWN

19. Yarrow

1.	Hupmobile 20. Fescue

1. Helen

21. Emerald

6. Tracy

24. Gorge

2. Pacific

22. Cypress

8. Lacombe

26. Oxeye

3. Osmosis

23. George

9. Empress

27. Pub

4. Ice Age

25. Elect

11. Fos

29. Forest

5. Elevator

28. Bison

12. Goa

30. Readers

6. Taplow

13. Ale

31. A.Y.

7.

14. Picts

32. St. Anne

10. Shell

15. Bow

33. Son

14. Perogy

16. Bill
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18. Reynolds

Arena

17. Edmonton

CHAPTER REPORTS

Edmonton & District Historical
Society by Sean Moir,
President, EDHS

Peace Country Historical Society
by Fran Moore
2018 is a very special year for our
Peace Country Historical Society,
as it is our 10th anniversary, and
we are looking forward to two very
special events to celebrate: 1) a
picnic at the Forbes Homestead, in
Grande Prairie on July 22nd, and
2) bus day trip, September 15th to
historic Shaftsbury Trail (near Peace
River). Board planning meeting for
these two events is being held on
Saturday, June 15th.
Since our annual planning meeting,
October, 2017 we’ve had some good
projects, events and meetings:
a)	
Launch of David Leonard’s
new book “Lure of the Peace
River Country” on December
2nd. As publisher, our PCHS
also sell this beautiful book
at our events.
Our
‘Plaque
Program’,
b)	
has finished our historic
plaques in the city of Grande
Prairie, and we will start
with ‘rural neglected stories’
this summer with the
presentation of the DeBoltBickell Sawmill story. It will
be unveiled at Heritage Day
in DeBolt on August 18th.

Susan Thompson, heads up
this project and many of our
members act as judges.

The Chapter’s 2018 budget process
began in the Fall of 2017; it was
completed by March. The Chapter’s
ad hoc financial committee, that
initiates the budget process, will meet
in July, post Historic Festival as well
as in the fall, to review matters and lay
the groundwork for the development
of the 2019 budget.

d)	We are involved with other
historical groups in the
Peace Country, one being
the Spirit of the Peace:
Museums Network, and
attend quarterly meetings.
(Group includes all museums As previously reported, the EDHS
& archives.)
board decided in February to
e)	
Member Pat Wearmouth is proceed with the development of a
continuing his work on a new website. Following a thorough
book on the forestry industry search and evaluation for a suitable
in the South Peace, research vendor, the Society opted to move
forward, selecting Bubble Up.
done/writing now.
f)	Our membership, partnered Being a Canadian company, with
with the South Peace Regional Canadian based servers, we can look
Archives in sponsoring the at the possibilities of online sales and
“Ruperts Land Colloquium” commercial transactions. We hope to
at the Grande Prairie be operational with the new website
Regional College and “Centre before the end of summer 2018.

2000”. Speakers and exhibits The Board completed a Strategic
told a much bigger story of Plan for the years 2018-2020. This
our Western Canada history. plan outlines the Society’s priorities
We are looking forward to our for the next three years, including
summer activities and projects, the completion of a comprehensive
and our fall planning meeting on communications plan that sets forth
October 20th. Our membership how we communicate our message(s),
has increased this year, and with and on what platforms.
the interesting meetings, speakers,
Members of the Edmonton & District
We hosted our Annual projects, touring and celebration our
c)	
Historical Society voted at the AGM in
Regional ‘Heritage Fair’ on beautiful region, we look forward to
April to proceed with the submission
May 3, 2018, at the Grande the next ten years.
of a new set of Bylaws to the provincial
Prairie Library and it was
government. Much has changed in
a great success. Member
the past 20+ years both in terms of
15

Edmonton & District Historical Society continued ...
legal requirements and what should or
should not be included in these types
of documents – the general trend
is towards simplification – bylaws
should address high level matters,
leaving more intricate details relative
to the governance of organizations
to policy and procedural documents.
This is the path the members of the
Edmonton chapter opted for. The
Society’s “Objects” remain as is, and
will be dealt with in a separate process.
The 22nd edition of the Society’s
Historic Edmonton/Doors Open
Festival launches July 2nd at the
Highlands Golf Course. This year’s
theme is Food. We’ll be celebrating
food in all of its manifestations,
ranging from the history of
production to cultural influences, and
niche markets to farmer’s markets,
to name just a few. The festival has
attracted 60+/- partners offering an
array of activities and runs from July
2-8. As part of this year’s offerings,
the Society is sponsoring a day long
bus trip to the regions south-east of
Edmonton, where participants will
visit three (3) farms and delight in the
specialties they offer, including beef
and fruit based wines.
The work of our publications
committee continues, as they strive
to bring to fruition a new volume
examining the impact of the Klondike
gold rush on the Edmonton region.
Also, our sesquicentenary n many
other fronts, including editing of
16

a new EDHS publication, research
pertain publication, Fur Trade in the
West by Phyllis Arnold, continues to
sell – this has been a very successful
venture.

EDHS. This APP is full of information
relative to the north-central regions of
Alberta. It not only offers historical
information, but useful tourism
tidbits about where to eat, sleep, gas
up and much more. Next steps for
Speaking of Phyllis Arnold, the History Check is the inclusion of
Society continues to benefit from Indigenous stories and history.
very generous contributions from
her Learning Fund (Phyllis Arnold This year marks a bit of a changing of
Learning Fund - PALF) managed the guard at the Edmonton Chapter –
by the Edmonton Community three longtime serving board members
Foundation. The monies received have either reached the end of their
from the PALF support 4 cornerstone terms or have stepped down from
educational programs, that includes their specific roles and it is important
support for the Edmonton Heritage to acknowledge their service and
Fair, school busing subsidies to classes guidance and commitment to the
attending the History Centre (located Edmonton Chapter. Dean Wood
at the Fort Heritage Precinct) and and Kathryn Ivany are no longer on
history in the community and history the Board, but continue to offer their
in the classroom sessions. The latter, services at a committee level. Linda
History in the Classroom continues Collier has stepped aside from her
to be remarkably successful; last roll as Treasurer, but remains on the
year the Society was able to support Board, tutoring her replacement and
150+ sessions throughout the greater like Dean and Kathryn, assist with
Edmonton region, at no cost schools committee based work. On behalf of
participating and classes. Well over the Board of the Edmonton chapter
50% of the forthcoming year’s sessions and its members, I extend my heartfelt
are already booked. We would not thanks for the many hours of service
be able to support these programs contributed.
without the sponsorship received
from the Phyllis Arnold Learning
Fund.
A reminder to all travelling the
highways and byways of Northern
Alberta, don’t forget to download the
History Check APP developed by the
Friends of Historic Northern Alberta
Society, and sponsored in part by the

Central Alberta Historical Society
by Sheila Bannerman,
President CAHS
The CAHS has had a rebound year,
with attendance at our Speaker
Series dramatically increasing and
new memberships being bought.
At the last official count, we were at
64 members and have gained four
more since then.
We offered an extremely diverse
topic list this year, including sport
(The Edmonton Grads); a cultural
perspective on the Black Immigrant
experience; a brand new book on
two female Metis pioneers by our
own Doris MacKinnon (Marie Rose
Delorme Smith and Isabella Clark
Hardisty Lougheed); an evening
exploring photos and tales of ghost
towns and an introduction to the
curious history of the Blackfalds
Wadey Centre by researcher Judy
Carleton.
Our year will finish with a half
day tour to the Wadey Centre and
Veterans Memorial in Blackfalds,
and we hope to interest our
members and the public with an
equally riveting slate of topics in the
year coming up.

the Heritage Planner and a letter
writing campaign.
We wish to congratulate Doris
MacKinnon on the publication of
her important and well received
book; to extend our best wishes to
Valerie Miller, who retired from our
Board and from the Museum, where
she has worked for many, many
years in collections and as curator;
and to welcome new Board member
and Vice-President Mark Collings.
Many thanks to the Red Deer and
District Museum who provide our
meeting space and refreshments,
and to enthusiastic and invaluable
staff members Sophie and Rob who
ensure set up and technology are
ready and running, and to Kirsten
who manages our book sales at the
museum.

Our AGM, Banquet and Speaker
evening that will kick off our new
season in September will feature
a speaker from the Alberta Sports
Hall of Fame and Museum, as Red
Deer looks forward to hosting the
Canada Winter Games in 2019. This
We began a new initiative this year, event will be Wednesday September
as Red Deer is seeing continued 19 at the Pioneers Hall in Red Deer.
threats to its built heritage. We felt Tickets will be available after August
that there was an urgent need for 1. See centralalbertahistory.org for
public education and advocacy in the details of this and other upcoming
interest of preserving the distinctive events and see us on Facebook for
Parsons House, and the remarkable all kinds of interesting stuff!
Federal Building, both of which We wish everyone a wonderful
are central in the City of Red Deer summer and look forward to seeing
designated Historic District and you all next season.
which may be threatened. We have
begun our work by meeting with

Lethbridge
Historical
Society
by Belinda Crowson
We held our LHS AGM at the end of
November. I would like to welcome
Nicole Bosh, Sarah Burton, Lorien
Schuld and Erin Turner onto the LHS
executive as directors for the next
few years. The returning members of
our executive are Carol Megaw (past
president), Bobbie Fox (secretary),
Hope Wilkie Wiebe (treasurer),
Judy Robins (director), Allan Chiem
(director) and Belinda Crowson
(president).
In December, our new executive
started out with an orientation to
the society and the various projects
we have been working on and we
look forward to some new ideas and
activities in 2018. We’re also looking
at more formally developing job
descriptions for the various positions
on our executive and finding ways to
involve members more strongly in
our activities.
On February 13, we joined Melcor
and Stantec at an open house where
they shared information on the park
being created around the ruins of
Galt 6 mine in Hardieville and we
collected stories and information
from families and community
members. You should have seen the
joy and surprise on our faces when
we were given a hand-drawn map of
the underground workings on the
Hardieville mine drawn by memory
from a retired miner in 1985. This was
just one of many objects and stories
which have added to our information
on Hardieville.
Hardieville was also the theme of
our general meeting on February 27
17

Lethbridge Historical Society
continued ...

its doors November 1. The evening people working together to build
program is one of our best sources our city and our province. Detail
information on the HCW 2018
where Belinda Crowson spoke on the of new memberships.
history of Hardieville, what we know The first program in the Fall program is available on our website
and what we’re still looking for.
will be on September 25, 2018, www.historiccalgaryweek.com.
In March, our presentation was on 6-9pm at The Military Museums We have also been enjoying a
the Nikkei Memory Capture project (presentation at 7pm). Norman partnership with some of Mount
which highlights an oral history Leach will be presenting “Coming Royal University’s third year Public
collaboration that explores the Home: Surviving the Titanic”.
Relations students, who have been
stories of Japanese Canadians after
redesigning our branding and
the Second World War. We were CCHS has been hard at work in developing our new communications
fortunate to have Dr. Carly Adams as preparation for the 2018 Historic strategy. We are very excited to put
Calgary Week, which will run
our presenter in March.
from July 27 to August 6. The their great ideas into action. We are
In April, we were host to Archaeologist
committee has assembled a robust currently working on improving
Rachel Lindemann and Rob
and updating how we communicate
Wondrasek sharing their findings program with 72 events, including with our members, as well as the
on their excavations of Macleod the Calgary Heritage Authority's general public. Over the coming
Island and what they have discovered Lion Award ceremony on Thursday,
weeks and months, you will see
related to Indigenous history, the August 2 and a special ceremony
changes in our appearance and how
NWMP and the original town of Fort honouring Alexander Calhoun,
Calgary Public Library’s first we make information available to
Macleod.
you. We soon will be introducing
Peyton de Witt, one of our members, librarian in Alberta’s first purpose- a new logo and we are revamping
has stepped forward to be the new built public library. This year's HCW
our website. Facebook and Twitter
book salesperson for the LHS. theme is the Power of Partnerships,
upgrades will soon follow.
With her energy, knowledge and exploring the importance of
enthusiasm, we look forward to more
sales of our LHS publications this
year.
The year ahead looks like it will be
both busy and fun.

Chinook Country Historical Society
by Walt DeBoni, President
On May 22, 2018, we held our last
evening monthly presentation,
ending another season of successful
events. Attendance continues to
be between 100 – 150 people each
evening. We are putting the final
touches on next year’s program
and we are looking forward to
holding some of our events in the
new Central Library that will open
18

Mandate of the HSA
As expressed in the Historical Society Act, (1907 rev. 1972), “The object of the Society shall
be to encourage the study of the history of Alberta and Canada, to rescue from oblivion the
memories of the original inhabitants, the early missionaries, fur traders, explorers, and settlers
of the north and west of Canada, to obtain and preserve narratives in print, manuscript or
otherwise of their travels, adventures, labour and observations, to secure and preserve objects
generally illustrative of the civil, religious, literary and natural history of the country.”
19
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ACROSS

18.	The _____-Alberta Museum of
transportation in Wetaskiwin
20.	This grass grows naturally in
Alberta
24.	______ Creek in Kananaskis
country
26.	A common roadside flower, the
______ daisy
27.	A local watering hole?
29.	Alberta is home to the largest area
of protected boreal ______ in the
world
30.	An American magazine, founded
in 1920, _______ Digest
31.	Artist ____ Jackson (initials)
32.	An Alberta lake that is the site of
annual pilgrimages (2 words)
33. What William is to Charles?

1.	This automobile was built from
1909 until 1939 in Detroit
6.	Comic strip hero Dick _____
8.	Father Albert ______, 1827-1916,
an Oblate missionary
9.	A village on Hwy 562,
approximately 108 km NNE of
Medicine Hat
11.	Fructooligosaccharides, for short
(initials)
12. A city on the west coast of India
13. A light beer
14. Forbearers of the Scots?
15. Calgary’s river
16.	Edmonton’s longest serving
mayor, _____ Hawrelak
1

2

3

4

5

8

6

7

9

11

12

14

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

29

31

20

26

27

30

32

33

DOWN
1.	Research geologist, ______
Reynolds Belyea, 1913-1986
2.	It played a significant role in
Canadian history, the Canadian
______ Railway
3.	the process of gradual or
unconscious assimilation of ideas,
knowledge, etc..
4.	A period of long-term reduction in
the temperature of Earth's surface
and atmosphere (2 words)
5.	Once a common sight across the
prairies, the grain ______
6.	Special Area No. 2 in Southern
Alberta!
7.	The Max Bell ______ in Calgary
10.	The Royal Dutch
_____ Company, an
investor in Alberta’s
oilsands
14.	A Ukrainian
10
delicacy
17.	Home of the
Eskimos
19.	An Alberta wild
flower
21.	A lake in Yoho
National Park
22.	An area in SW
Saskatchewan, the
______ Hills
23.	Calgary’s first
mayor, _____
Murdoch
25.	To select; appoint to
office
28.	They once roamed
28
the prairies

